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the o\)s('1'\ e<1 lattice constants (for IIigl1l'r than trival('nt cerium) reaches a 
pronounced peak nrar CeRu2. He explains this qualitatively by assuming that the 
41 electron in a fraction of the atoms ha ~ I ,'{'n squeezed into the valence shell. This 
suggests that the cerium is probably Inore n{';lrly tetravalent in CeRu2 than in any 
other CcM2 compound. Lal{uz and Prl{u2 were examined as controls, 

EXPEIUMENTAL 

Alloys were prepared by arc-llIelting together weighed amounts of the com
ponents. Filings for X-ray examination W( ' J'(' taken from the arc-cast buttons and 
loaded into quartz capillary tubes, whid\ \\,('IT ~ubsequently evacuated and scaled off. 
The filings were annealed at 450°C for J:1 min to relieve stresses due to mechanical 
working before X-ray patterns were taken. 

Two l'nicam high-temperature X-r;lY powder cameras (190 mm diameter) 
were used to obtain X-ray diflraction patterns betw('cn 20 and approximately 550°C. 
A Centrall{esearch Laboratory (CI{L) high- teillperature X-ray powder camera (II4 .59 
111m diameter) was used to obtain diffract iOIl P" Herns at higher temperatures to 900°C. 
Specimen trmperatures in the Unicalll ,':llItlTas wne determined {rom calibration 
data relative to the furnace tempe rat 111'(', whil'h was determined directly by means of 
thermocouples and potentiometric rccords. The ralihmtion of the Unicam cameras 
was h~L'ied on the lattice constants of p"n' :<ilv!'l' as giv('n hy H UME-I{onllmv AND 
REVNOLJ)S~ for a number o( temperatures. The specimen temperatures in the CRL 
camera were determined from a power-sdting versus temperature calibration curve, 
which was checked before and after each run. The calibrations were accomplished 
'by placing a thermocouple in the sample position and noting the temperature cor
responding to each power setting. No change in the calibration was observed through
out the experiment. Although the Unicam and CHL cameras were thus calibrated in 
di({erent ways the lattice parameter data are in very good agreement where the 
temperature rrgions overlap (l'ig. x). Furnace temperatures were controlled within 
± 2°C during each film exposure. 

The lattice parameters were determined {rom eu J(tx radiation back reflection 
doublets by using the cp tancp extrapolation procedure. More than two-thirds of the 
lattice parameter measurements had standard deviations of ± 0.0005 A or less; five 
had standard deviations greater than ± O.OOIO A, the largest being ±0.oox5 A. All 
lattice parameters were corrected for refraction . 

CA LCULA TlONS 

TIlC' tC'rnpemture VcrS11S lattice constant data w('re fitted to an equation of the 
form 

a = A -I- Bt -I- Ct 2 

by a least squares treatment. In eqn. (x) a is the lattice constant in Angstrom units, 
t is the temperature in °C and A, Band C are constants, The average linear thermal 
expansion coeffici ent , IX, is defined as 

IX = L1a/(aoL1t) 

where ao is the lattice parameter at temperature to. Substituting eqn. (I) into (2) IX 
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